BLAME! 1
Synopsis

In a future version of Earth, there is a city grown so chaotically massive that its inhabitants no longer recall what "land" is. Within this megastructure the silent, stoic Kyrii is on a mission to find the Net Terminal Gene—a genetic mutation that once allowed humans to access the cybernetic NetSphere. Armed with a powerful Graviton Beam Emitter, Kyrii fends off waves of attacks from fellow humans, cyborgs and silicon-based lifeforms. Along the way, he encounters a highly-skilled scientist whose body has deteriorated from a lengthy imprisonment who promises to help Kyrii find the Net Terminal Gene, once she settles a score for herself...
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Customer Reviews

I am a big fan of Nihei's environments and art. Having this manga reprinted was a welcome surprise. Pages are thick and look great. Thanks to Vertical for giving this old series new life. I really like the larger format book which helps emphasize the scale of the environments. Structures fill an entire page seemingly going on forever. There isn't a ton of dialogue which is purposeful. If you like sci-fi, space, and dark brooding worlds you will enjoy this and all of Nihei's work. Robots, monsters, bio-mechanics, and technology are present throughout the work oh and gore. If you enjoy The Matrix, Alien(s) or HR Giger then you should try Blame!

Great manga
Great reprint; really enjoy the art and atmosphere. No qualms with the work itself, however the volume I received had some damage on the back cover and corner edges. A little disappointing, especially since the manga itself is fantastic. Dark, gritty, cyberpunk. Minimal exposition, which I appreciate. Not sure if the damage occurred in shipping or manufacturing, but always be thoughtful of these risks when buying manga online!
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